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WELCOME TO STUDIOROYA
		
















digital design & mixed media artistry
		




























About Roya
		
















In my art, I visualize moments and fill them with peace, love and understanding. Mediums such as bold acrylics, printed words and thick modeling paste allow me to clearly communicate what I’m feeling passionate about.
NOW OFFERING:

COMMISSIONS FOR MIXED MEDIA ARTWORK

CUSTOM ACRYLIC LASER CUT PROJECTS

1-ON-1 MIXED MEDIA ART CLASSES, AGES 6-12

DIGITAL DESIGN BRANDING FOR PRINT & ONLINE
 
						










Read More
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I have had the absolute pleasure of curating Roya Jenner’s artwork in several exhibitions and featuring one of her pieces as the symbol of another. For the “Embrace” exhibition at Farmingdale State College, her artwork was the signature piece for the show, gaining her work a permanent spot as the icon for the annual MOSAIC LGBTQIA+ Exhibit. For the “SEA of Visibility Outdoor Exhibition” hosted by the Patchogue Arts Council/MOCA of LI, her work had some of the most requests and inquiries for originals and prints out of the presented collection.
Jenner’s art rings true with many. She is able to get into another’s skin and experience through research, writing and self-reflection. She portrays this depth of exploration through her mixed media paintings using textures and layered surfaces that combine imagery and writing. Anyone who owns Jenner’s art will be assured a thoughtful and thought-provoking, lush, energizing work that will bestow beauty to its home and promote enriching contemplation.					
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Anu Annam, Curator, Artist, EducatorFounder, Executive Director of SEA of Visibility			
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Testimonials
		























Roya Jenner's paintings and mixed media works appeal on many levels. One can get lost in sumptuous surfaces or explore complex compositions. If you look long enough deeper messages often bubble to the surface.					
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John CinoSenior Curator and Artistic Director Museum of Contemporary Art, Patchogue, NY			









I can’t say enough about Roya. When commissioning her for a painting, I was met with someone who was not only highly experienced, but also tremendously kind. I was highly
impressed with Roya’s knowledge and honest judgment. I always felt like she was listening intently to my needs. I love the painting that she produced for me. She really has a talent for interpreting verbal ideas and making them into art. Thank you, Roya!					
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C.L.			









I recently contacted Roya to commission a painting based on an interesting photo of my daughter. She responded immediately, listening carefully to my vision for the work, while enthusiastically offering her own ideas. Roya kept in touch with me throughout the process, updating me frequently as the piece progressed. I cannot express how thrilled I am with the final outcome! I am amazed by Roya's attention to detail, not only in the painting, but in the way she ensured that I received exactly what I envisioned!					
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Bernadette D.			
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Find STUDIOROYA Art On Products at RedBubble.com
		




















From clothing and accessories to home decor and stationery, you can find STUDIOROYA artwork on these and much more at RedBubble.com. Art reprints, wall art and stickers are also available to adorn your home or office spaces. Easy shopping, simple checkout, bringing one-of-a-kind creativity to your world!
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© 2020 STUDIOROYA All Rights Reserved. All images on this site are copyrighted and subject to applicable copyright law. Any reproduction or distribution of images or statements from this site without permission from the artist will result in legal action.
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